
                FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE                                                  Tuesday March 1, 2022.
   

   

Sudbury City Solicitor Cross Examined, Date Set for Hearing

Sudbury, Ontario (MLRG):  City of Greater Sudbury (CGS) City Clerk/Solicitor Eric Labelle was cross examined by Gillespie Law on February 17, 2022 in 
an online format joined with lawyers representing the CGS (Tom Halinski of Aird & Berlis, thalinski@airdberlis.com Tel: 416-865-7767). The parties agreed 
that Mr. Labelle would be cross-examined on his affidavit sworn October 13, 2021.   

The questioning of Mr. Labelle confirmed items that have been documented in transcripts of Council meetings and Press accounts related to the processes or 
decisions which are being called into question. MLRG seeks to quash pursuant to s.273 of the Municipal Act, 2001, a resolution of the City of Greater 
Sudbury on July 14, 2021, authorizing further development of the proposed Greater Sudbury Event Centre as part of the Kingsway Entertainment District 
(KED).

In Council transcripts, previously submitted to the Court, Mayor Bigger on January 12, 2021 stated to Council and the Public “We owe it to our citizens and 
ourselves to ensure that we have correct information to make some very big decisions in the coming months... Until we have all seen a report with accurate 
information in one place...”  

In February 2021, CGS CAO Ed Archer assured Council and the Public “... that the information is as topical, as current, and is as complete as it can be......but 
also to ensure that you are comfortable the information is all of those things; that it is complete, that it is timely, that it is accurate, and that it reflects the best, 
latest thinking.

Ian Wood (Executive Director) in transcribed statements to the Court said to Council and the Public in February “.. so our best advice is to seek the best 
advice and have it as current as possible, to review the information that is out there in the community that does exist; yes, it can be compiled, but it needs to 
be updated and made sure that it is effective, understandable, and put together in a way that can assist council to confirm its direction.”  Wood also comments 
“And as staff, we are always willing to consider what Councillors have to say.”

Councillor McIntosh in the transcripts before the Court note “...Council asked for a number of things which we did not receive. It’s very clear we did not 
receive it in the PWC report. And we were, as we expressed back on June 16th, disappointed in the report because it did not reflect what we asked for, clearly 
asked for.”

Councillor McCausland in a Sudbury Star Column Column headlined 'I Feel Now That We Were Lied To’ in July 2021 is quoted “We got a (PWC) report 
based on discussions and opinion rather than facts. A conclusion based on false information...”

A number of relevant details arose in Mr. Labelle’s cross examination, including:

 - Mr. Labelle acknowledged that the cost sharing agreement (for site preparation) is not available to the Public.  Gillespie asked during 
 the cross examination of Mr. Labelle for an undertaking to have the cost sharing agreement produced for Public review.

- There are no agreements in place for a hotel operator at the KED. The CGS does not currently have agreements in place with a hotel operator for 
the project. This reiterates what was reported by the press where Ian Wood (Executive Director) “...admitted after several minutes of questioning 
that he did not have anything with him that had not been shared with council and he admitted that the City does not have agreements in place with 
a hotel operator..."

-  Gateway Casinos is reviewing the viability of the KED.  Gateway Casino’s involvement is contingent on a number of factors, including the City 
finalizing it’s own plans for the project, that they are confident there will be no further challenges to the project moving forward, and that they are 
comfortable with the outcome of the Covid-19 pandemic. To quote Mr. Labelle: “I believe, their suggestion is that they would need to re-examine 
the feasibility of a gaming property at that location.”

 - Not all information related to the KED has been publicly released. Specifically in reference to an e-mail written by Ian Wood to Council on June 
 13, 2021 at 11:15pm to Council attempting to quench concerns that the PWC report did not answer the questions requested by the Public and 
 Council, and the assurances from Wood, Archer and the Mayor at the February 2021 meeting.

 - Gateway Casinos has outstanding concerns about the project. Gateway Casinos is concerned with the MLRG application to the Court. They 
 are also concerned about the ongoing investigation by the Ontario Provincial Police racketeering unit which they (Gateway) are a named party 
 along with the developer (Zulich companies) of the property. Labelle stated it is unknown when the investigation will be complete.

The Divisional Court advised CGS and the MLRG that a hearing will be held on April 11, 2022 at 10:00 am. The hearing will be conducted in an online court  
format. Divisional Court reviews are typically adjudicated by three judges. Decisions can be rendered immediately or take several weeks. Members of 
the Press and Public will have access to the hearing. Details for the Zoom meeting are expected to be posted on April 8, 2022. 

Attached to this emailed Press Release is the MLRG factum that has been submitted to the Court chronicling the evidence and case law for the Application.

Supporting evidence submitted to the Court from MLRG and the CGS can be accessed on www.minnowlake.ca

For those wishing to support the legal effort can contribute via interac transfer to: info.minnowlake@gmail.com  
Or by cheque: Mail to: MLRG - 1439 Bancroft Dr, Sudbury, ON P3B 1R6   All donors to MLRG are kept confidential. 
Donors receive a charitable tax receipt. MLRG appreciates all contributions.

FOR ALL MEDIA OR PUBLIC INQUIRIES, PLEASE CONTACT:  minnowlakerestorationgroup@gmail.com

Minnow Lake Restoration Group is an incorporated not for profit registered charity. Its mandate is to foster understanding 
and initiatives for environmental protection, habitat conservation, adaptive reuse and recycling, and community recreation facilities.


